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Description
The researchers reviewed the means of data dissemination used by JLR Medical Group’s anesthesiologists, CRNAs and ADU’s SRNAs working at any given time across >40 clinical sites in Central Florida. This has led to increasing effort for coordination and data throughput for JLR’s administration to handle. Additionally, the CRNA who travels from one location to the next relies heavily upon data retrieval through his or her mobile device, and these data points have proven to be burdensome and cost additional time and money. A mobile redesign of retrieving this information by greatly streamlining the consolidation of data across multiple sources and be accessible via their mobile devices was presented to JLR Medical Group. The feedback from this team was a strong positive response to the presentation and solution proposal. One participant asked for a full solution within 6 months if possible.

Literature Review
Usage of smartphone types by physicians

- 19% iPhone
- 80% Android
- 1% Other

87% of anesthesia providers are using a smartphone/tablet in the workplace

Cognitive distribution systems must be designed to reduce the mental capacity and work of the practitioner. Studies recommend evaluation of fundamental qualities, specifically: utility, usability, and acceptability.

The ergonomics of a system (mobile app) with the user (practitioner) may be evaluated based on a work situation analysis identifying the users, tasks, task activities, and the environment of this relation.

Outcomes
Survey Responses from the Proposed Mobile Solution (using the Likert Scale 1 = Strongly disagree; 5 = Strongly agree)

- Will solution address gaps (5.0)
- Fit within JLR IT vision (4.6)
- Likely to pursue proposed mobile app (4.3)
- Will solution provide immediate value (5.0)
- Mean of all scores (4.7)

Conclusions
The survey results demonstrated a strong positive reaction to the proposed mobile solution. The positive response reflected a need within JLR and a desire to fill that need among the leadership team. The investigators concluded that implementation of a mobile platform which integrates all the technological platforms for smooth dissemination of real-time data to all JLR/USAP anesthesia providers could improve patient safety and efficiency of anesthesia services.

Some of the limitations of this project included the complex dynamic of maintaining compliance with three technological landscapes as JLR merged with USAP while serving Florida Hospital, as well as the ever changing needs of technology in healthcare.

Sample Proposed Mobile App
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